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We introduce the literal shuffle operation, that is, a more constrained form of the 
well-known shuttle operation. In order to describe concurrent processes, the shufltle operation 
models the asynchronous case, white the literal shuffle operation corresponds to a synchronous 
behaviour. 
The closure properties of some classical families of languages under literal shufFfe are studied 
and properties of families of languages defined by the means of literal shufRe are given. 
Tbo shuflle operation aturally appears in several problems, like concurrency of 
processes [S, 9, lo] or multipoint communication, where all stations hare a single 
bus [S]. That is one of the reasons of the large theoretical literature about this 
operation (see, for instance [ 1 s 2,4,6,7]). In the latter example, the general shuffle 
operation models the asynchronous case, where each transmitter uses asyn- 
chronously the single communication channel. If the hypothesis of synchronism is
made (step-lock transmission), the situation is modelled by what can be named 
‘literal’ shuARe. Each transmitter emits, in turn, one elementary signal. The same 
remark holds for concurrency, where general shuffle corresponds to asynchronism 
and literal shuffle to synchronism. 
There are no specific studies of literal shuffle. One of the reasons why is perhaps 
that, when adding the full trio operations, literal shuffle is as powerful as general 
shuflle. Nevertheless, when a more precise approach is made, literal shuffle appears 
as satisfying specific properties. In the present paper, we will study the literal shuffle 
operation, particularly in relation with the classical families of languages: regular 
sets, context-free languages, context-sensitive languages and recursively enumerable 
sets. The paper is divided into three sections. The first one contains ome specific 
definitions about shuffle and literal shu e, and some basic pro erties of these 
operations. 
In the second section, we wil es of the families 
able sets is the smallest 
a res 
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In the third section, we will give some properties of families of languages obtained 
by using literal shuffle, in the same way as the families S f and 9% were studied 
in [6]. The main purpose of this section is to state that the two families obtained 
that way and 9%’ are incomparable. 
Notations and basic dejnitions 
Let X be an alphabet. X* is the free monoid generated by X and E will denote 
the empty word in X *. Let f be a word in X*, IfI is the length off and if f is not 
the empty word, fti) is the ith letter of _& lflx is the number of occurrences of the 
letter x in f: A word g in X* is a subword off if f = ugv for some u, v in X*. If 
u is the empty word, g is a pre& off: 
in, at, %f, WY, 52% will respectively denote the family of finite sets, regular 
sets, context-free languages, context-sensitive languages, recursively enumerable 
sets. 
Let X and Y be two alphabets. A homomorphism h from X* into Y* is said to 
be 
non-erasing if h(X) s Y+, where v = Y*-(E), 
alphabetical if h(X)c Yu{E}, 
a coding if h(X)s Y, 
an isomorphism if h and h-’ are codings; in that case, Y is called a copy 
of X and if L is a language in X*, h(L) is called a 
copy of L. 
2@’ is the class of all homomorphisms and %‘-’ is the class of all inverse 
homomorphisms. 
A fua trio is a family of languages closed under homomorphisms, inverse 
homomorphisms and intersections with regular sets. i = (%, %?-*, A 3) will denote 
the full trio operations, where A 92 is the class of intersections with regular sets. 
Q* is the restricted Dyck set over the alphabet {a, b} generated by the context-free 
grammar with productions: S + aS6 + SS + E (see [2,3] for details). 
e 
The shuffle operation will be denoted by the symbol UJ and is defined for languages 
L and in X* by 
= (24, V1 . . . U,V, I Ui, Vi in X*, I.41 . . - t#, E L, 01 . . l V, E 
e will be denoted b 
Lo= (E} hnd Li+ 
9% were intr 
Let L be a language in X”; then: 
y Jantzen [6]: 
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) is the least family of languages including and clos 
under union, product, Kleene star, shuffle, and iterated shuffle. 
We now give the specific notations of this paper and make the ideas more precise 
about literal shuffle. Let f and g be two words in X* with same length p. The 
interleaving I of the words f; g is defined by 
I(&,&)=& if p=O, 
I(f,g)=f(*)g(l)...f(P)g(P) ifp>O. 
Let L and M be languages in X*, we define: 
(1) The initial literal shu$le UJ~ :
Lw M = wi J.&g lfi A9 g in x*9 IhI = IA, 
(f,g E L and J’; E M) or ( fi E L and fig E M)}. 
(2) The literal shu@e u2: 
LuJ2 A4 = Wkl, g2)-h If, 81, g2, h in x*9 lg*l= lg21, 
(.fkhE L and gs W 
or (gI E L and fg2h E M) 
or (fgl E L and g2h E M) 
or (gl h e L and fg2 EM)}. 
Example: L = a* and M = b*. Then, LUJ, M = (ab)*(a*u b*), Lur2 M = 
(a* u b*)( ab)*( a* v b*), whereas LUJ M = {a, b}*. 
(3) The iterated initial literal shufle UJ: and the iterated literal shu&I?e I.& 
L”‘: = U Li, where Lo= {E} and Li+l= Li U1 L, 
is0 
L”‘; = U Li, where Lo = {E} and Li+l= LiU2 L. 
ia 
We then define four families of languages: 
At the end of this section, we shall now su arize so ask properties of t 
initial literal shuffle and the literal shuffle. 
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.l. Let X be an alphabet and A, B languages in X *. 
(a) (i) A-BE Au2 B; 
(ii) BeA s ALU* B; 
(iii) A* G A”;. 
(b) (i) ALU, BG ALU* BG ALU B; 
(ii) A”‘: c A”‘: c A”*; 
(iii) X* = X”: = X”f_ 
(c) Letf, g, h be words in X* such that h =frulg or kf~~~g; then Ihl=lfl+lgl. 
(d) The initial literal shufle and the literal shufle are not associative operations. 
(e) 7he literal shu$le is commutative but the initial literal shufle is not commutative. 
f (a): Let f; k be words in A, B respectively and set g1 = g2 = E. 
(i): Since fh =fI(g,, g2)h, fg, = f is in A and g2h = h is in B, fh is in Au& 
g2)f where g, f = f is in A, hg, is in B. Then hf is in AUJ~ B and 
inclusion (ii) holds. 
is inclusion can be obtained by an easy induction from (i), where A = B. 
is straightforward from the definitions and (ii) follows by induction. 
(iii): Since X”: G X”: c_ X*, we will prove X* G X”: by induction on the length 
n of a word f in X*. From the definition, we have X”: = UPa L,,, where Lo= {E}, 
L p+l = LpW X 
me basis, when n = 0 or n = 1, is clear. 
Letf beawordoflength n+l, n 2 1, f = xyh, x, y in X, h in X* and we define 
g = xh. Then f = I@, y)h = guly. By the induction hypothesis, g is in Lp for some 
p, thus f is in LP+l. 
(c) is straightforward. 
(aur, b)ru,a = abLu,a=a2b, while aur,(bur,a)=aur,ba=aba. 
(alu2b)~2ab={~lr, ba)ur2ab =((ab)‘, a2b2, ab2a, ba2b}, while aur,(bu2ab) = 
a rrr,{ bab, ab2} = {( ab)2, ba2b, ( ba)2, a2b2, ab2a}. 
(e): Let f; g be words in X*; we only have to prove f Lu2 g G glu2f: Let h be in 
fu2g, h = uI(h,, h2)v, where lhll = lh21. 
Since f Lu2 E = EUI~~ = {f), we may assume that neither f nor g is the empty word. 
If hl = h2 = E, then either h = fg or h = gf and in both cases, h is in gW2f from 
(a)(i) and (ii). 
If hl # E, we can write hl = alaa.. .,a,, h2 = b,b2.. . bP, pa 1, and h = 
ualbl . . . a,b,v. 
We have to consider four cases, according to the definition off Lu2g: 
Case 1: uh,=f and h,v=g. Define u’=ua,, hi=bl...b,,_,, h$=a,...a, and 
v’=bPv. We then find h= u’I(h’,, hi))v’, u’h;=f; and h’,v’=g, thus hEgu2J: 
Case 2: uhlv =f, h2= Assume v St E, otherwise we are again in Case 1. Then, 
V = vx’, x in X, 21’ in *. Define u’=q, h’,=b ,... b,,, h$=a2...a+ Since 
= u’l(h’,, hi)v’ with i= g, h is in g 2$: The cases 3 and 4 are 
led in a similar way. 0 
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Recall [I] that rPi* = (ab)U*; we then have the following proposition. 
sitio . (a) (ab)“;= (E, ab) v a*(ab)*b’. 
(b) (ab)“; = D:*. 
The initial shuffle then seems to e less powerful than both shuffle and literal 
shuffle. However, we will see that even a very simple language like ((ab)“;)“; is 
not context-free. Furthermore, the three families 9%‘,.ZZ,Y8 and ZY’$ are pairwise 
incomparable. 
Proof of Proposition 1.2. (a): Write (ab)“; =UPpO LP, where Lo= 
LPutI {ab). Then, L, = (ab) and, by induction on p 2 0, we easi 
{ a*( ab)pb2}. 
(b): From the definition, we can write (ab)“f = Upa,, Lp, where 
L P+l ince Au; C_ A”* for any language A (Proposition 1.1 f”” 
0:*. 
The argument of the converse inclusion is an induction on p > 1: Let f be a word 
in Di*, of length 2p, then f is in Lp. 
The basis, when p = 1, is trivial. 
Induction step: Assume the result for a word of length 2p and consider a word 
f in 0:” of length 2( p + 1). There are two possibilities. 
Case 1: f =(ab)P+‘. By the induction hypothesis, (ab)P is in Lp, thus f belongs 
to Lp-{ab}. Since Lp.{ab}c L,ur,{ab} (Proposition 1.1(a)), f E L,+,. 
Case 2: f = fi f2f3, where f2 is a word of Di, the set of restricted 
with If2124 Let uo=q 24,. . .S u2k uence of prefixe 
and let 11 uj]l= IuJ. - I&, be the height of the wo uje If i is the greatest integer 
such that 11 uill is maximal, then there exists a letter x 8. 1 a word v in X* 
with f2 = ui-zxabbv. We define g = f$ u-2, VI= ~b, ~2 = h = vf3. Then we have 
f = g.l( vl, v2).h, thus f is in gv, h UJ~ ab. Since gq h is a word in Di* of length 2p, 
gvIh is in Lp by the induction hypothesis and f is in Lp+*. Cl 
2. Closure properties of the famiiies e 
We first show that, when adding the full trio operations, literal shuffle is as 
powerful as shuffle. Recall [2] that a full trio is closed under shu e if and only if 
it is closed under intersection. 
Let 3’ be a ful! trio. The following properties are equivalent: 
under shufle. 
(b) 9 is closed under literal shufle. 
(c) 3’ is closed under initial literal shufle. 
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The result is easily obtained from the two folio 
es respectively in X* and Y*. 
Assume that X and Y are disjoint alphabets; 
l=(XY)*(X*v y*) and 
) n RI and LUJ~ 
Fact 1 gives (a)+(b) and (a)+(c). 
If $ is a new letter and if h is the homomorphis ftom (Xu Yw{$})* 
)* defined by 
h(z) = z for each z in Xv Y and h($) = E, 
then LUJ M = h[h-‘( L)w, h-‘( )]=h[h-‘(L)ur,h-‘( 
Fact 2 gives (b)*(a) and (c)*(a). c) 
tint 1.2. Let L be a language in *, let $ be a letter not in X, and let h be 
the homomorphism from (X v (I$)* onto * defined by h(x) =x if x is in X, h($) = E. 
T&en, 
t”* = h[(h-*( L))“;3 = h[(h-‘( L))“:]. 
f. Using Proposition 1.1(b) we can get h[( h-‘( L))“;] c h[( h-‘( L))“;]. Further- 
more, if 4 is an arbitrary homomorphism and if A, B are languages, then &(Aur B) G 
HA)N(B). erefore, we have the following inclusions: 
h[(h-‘( L))“;] c_ h[(h-‘(L))“;] E L”‘*. 
Conversely, we use the definition of iterated shuffle and initial literal shuffle: 
and 
L”” =u L*, L*=(E), L,,, = L”uJ L 
n*O 
(h-l(L))“:= U M*, MO=(E), M,+,=M,u,h-‘(L). 
na0 
prove that, for each integer n 2 0, Ln c h( Mn). 
If n = 0 or n = 1, the result is immediate. 
Assume n 2 2 an let u be a word in u, l 0 l LU u,, where Ui E L. There exists an 
integer p z= 1 such that 
P 
U = l-l< U*,j l l l 48_j)9 
j=1 
Ui,j in X*, Ui = Ui.1 . l l t&p- 
e a se 
= iv**** i,pv f f f . .= 
S 
‘./ 
1. J 
9 
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4.j =o; 
r-. , j = 2i-2(lU*,jl + l ’ l + IUi-,Jl,, i 3 2; 
sl,j = u2,j I I +* l l + l%.jli 
s; (2”-*- .= 1)IUi,jl+2i-2(Iui+*,j 
C*eYrly, A belongs to h-‘(L), 1 s is n, 
l_Al =14 and IhI= 2’-“lul for each i ~52. 
Define gl = fr and, for 1 s i s n - 1, gi+l 
2’-‘lul, 1 G i c n. NOW we can write gi 
prove by induction on i 2 2 that gi,j = 
Ul,j* l l Ui,jm Fori=n,weo 
re ti,j = Si,j + IUi+l,jI and h(gi,j) = 
hence, h(g) = u and u is in h( Mn). From Ln G A( ), we have LY*r h[(h-‘( 
and the proof is complete. 0 
We now state the closure properties of the families t, ‘39 and 98 under literal 
shuffle. They can be obtained by easy machine constructions. 
Proposition 2.3. (a) The families at, 9%’ and 9W are closed under ~1~ and UJ*. 
(b) Moreover, the families %?‘.Y and 3% are closed under UJ? and wf. 
Proof. Since the constructions are quite similar, we choose to prove the following 
points: 
(i) the family at is closed under w2; 
(ii) the family %Y is closed under wz. 
(i): Let L and M be two regular languages; let A S, so, Sf, 8,) and 
(X, T to, T,, 6,) be two finite automata accepting L and spectively. We define 
a finite automaton C = (X, Q, qo, & 8) by 
Q=(qo)uSu TvS’u T’w Sx T’uS’x T, 
where: 
S’ and T’ are copies of S and T respectively such that the sets S, T s’, T’ are 
pairwise disjoint; 
q. is a new state not in SU T w S’U T’; 
of= S,x T;u S;x Tfv S;v T;v of; 
of= (40) vSfv TF if the empty word 
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Define the transition function as follows: 
(a) S(q,, x) = S&o, x) u MO, x), XE X; 
(b) The transitions for the states in S and 
transitions for the states in S’ and T’ 
in S and T. 
T are the same as in A and 
ies of the correspon 
MS, x) c e, 4, At, xl s at, 4, 
(W, x))‘c w, 4, Mf, NE w, xl, 
where XEX, DES, tE T; 
(c) The following transitions perform the interleaving part o 
(cl) let x and y be letters in X such that s1 E S,( so, x) a 
every s in S and for every t in T, (si, t) E S( t, x) and (s, ti)e S(s, y); 
(~2) ifs+ S1(s2, x) and t3 E 6,( t2, y), then (s;, tz) E a[(~,, ti), xj and (sB, ti) E 
ms, t*), Yk 
(~3) if t is in Tf, s is in Sf and s3 E &(sz, x), t3 E 6,( t2, y), then s; E S[( s$ t), x] 
and ti E 6[(s, ti), y]. 
The automaton C is illustrated in Fig. 1. Clearly, a variant of this automaton, as 
shown in Fig. 2, obtained by suppressing A and B, will accept LUJ, M. 
(ii): Let L be a language in %‘9 and let A be a linear bounded automaton 
recognizing L [3]. We construct atwo-tape Turing machine C with space complexity 
S(n) = n + 2, accepting L+. It is possible to obtain from C a linear bounded 
automaton, which accepts L”: [3]. 
We now explain how the construction works. Assume that both tapes have a 
marker $ at the left and introduce a new letter # . 
--M 
(cl) (c2) (c3 1 
Fig. 1. 
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(a) Let $f be a word on the input tape (taps 1). first chooses ome lett 
f and writes these letters on ta e 2, in the followin 
1 obtained on tape 2, there exists a word g such that f E g 
placed on tape 1 by a #. 
e marker $ and simulates the moves of 
(c) If tr, is accepted, then either stops or performs the previ s operatio 
again with the word $fi instead of $f; where fr now belon t”ft; (each 
has to be skipped over). 
At last, the word f is accepted if tape 1 contains a wo 
W . ..I) vk which have been writt n on tape 2 wer 
te that a slight variation of C permits to recognize L”: and that similar devices 
may be obtained to recogniz tru, M or Lur# if L and M are in %B? tl 
Corollary 2.4. 7?re fabnilies 3?,9% and 99’ are both contarned in the family of 
context-sensitive languages. 
We will see in the next section that there are, in fact, proper containments. 
Us;ng Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 together with a result of Jantzen [6]: 9% = 
(4, ur*)(Fio), we can show that the following corollary holds. 
Uary 2.5. The family of recursively enumerable sets is the least family of languages 
that ir.cludes the finite sets and that is closed under the full trio operations and the 
itera ted literal shufle. 
The same result holds with the iterated initial literal shuffle: 
9% = (4, u,$)(Fin) = (J& u$)(Fin). 
Property 2.3(a) does not remain true for context-free languages: let L 
two different copies of the restricted Dyck set over the disjoint alphabets 
{c, 6) respectively. Define R = {ac}*{ad}*b*. R is a regular set and ( 
(Lutz M) n R = {(ac)“(ad)“b*“, n 2 0). Then, neither LUJ* M nor Lutz 
free languages. 
We mention a strong result of Latteux [7] about the shuffle operation. 
sition 2.6 (Latteux [7]). Let L and be two languages over disjoint alphabets 
X and Y respectively. LUJ is a context-free language if and only if either L or 
a regular language. 
‘Ihis result does not extend to the initial 
monregular lan uage over the alphabet {a, 
G={a”lb.. . ankblk3 1, n+O, 3i# ni} 
: Let G be the context-free, 
(G is known as the Goldstine’s language). 
{a, K}, we have the following proposition. 
0 GLUT G is a context-free language. 
. Let $ be a new letter and let G be the language in ({a, b, $} x {a, b, 
& fEG,gEG andp+(n=q+(g 
Let h be the homomorphism from ((Q, b, $} x {a, b, b, iii, bs* defined by 
=xy’ if x,yE{a,b} h =E, 
=x if x E {a, b}, =y’ if yE{a, b}. 
Clearly enough, h(G) = Gtq G. Then, it suffices to prove the context-freeness of 
G, and we build a pushdown automaton recognizing 6. We will use two different 
versions of nondeterministic pushdown automata recognizing G (by final states). 
First wrsion: The underlying idea of how this automaton works is the following: 
let w be a word in {u., b}*. Nondeterministically, a block of a’s is chosen. The b’s 
preceding this block are pushed into the stack. Then, each a in the chosen block 
makes a b to be popped from the stack. The word w is accepted if the number of 
a’s in the chosen block does not match the number of b’s in the stack. 
Second version: It a lows to keep in the stack, after checking, the rank of the 
chosen block of a’s. It is based upon the fact that G is also defined by 
G={a”lb... a”pbIn,# 1 or there exists a S l~k~p-1, 
such that nk+1 # nk + 1). 
The automaton first checks whether n, = 1 or not, or chooses a block of a’s (let 
k +2 be its rank). In the second case, the k first b’s are pushed into the stack, then 
the a’s of the following block (their number is n k+l) are also pushed in stack. The 
b is skipped and it is then checked if the number cf a’s in the following block is 
different of nk+l + 1 (by using the n k+l a’s on the top of the stack). If this test is 
positive, the word s accepted and the rank of the current block can be retrieved 
from the stack (number of b’s plus 2). 
Now we can describe a nondeterministic pushdown automaton recognizing Go 
As long as couples of letters [z] or [k] are encountered, the automaton works as in 
the second version. As soon as a couple [g] or [i] is encountered (involving that 
one of the upper and lower words which is then known to be in G), the automaton 
uses the a’s at the top of the stack for determining which word is in G (say the 
the stack and switching for the first version, the 
e other word (here the lower one) does belong to G. 
rst encountered couple of different letters is [a 
OPEN QUESTION: 0 there exist two no 
alphabets, uch that L is context-free. 
operty 2.3(b) does not hold for 
a 
use oposition 
language L = {abc}. It is easy to see that L”‘” is not context-free. 
can be obtained in 
position 2.8. Let F be a finite set. F”: is a regular language. 
posiition 2.9. Let F be a fini?~ set such that, for any word f in F, the length off is 
less than or equal to 2. Then, F”f is a context-free language. 
ition 2s. The proof consists of a construction ofa left-linear grammar 
G such that L(G) = F”:. Since 0”: = (E} and, for any language A, ( u {E})“; = A”:, 
we may assume that F is not the empty set and does not contain the empty word; 
F={f, ,..., fk}, kal. 
If X is the alphabet of F, we note p = card(X) and L = max{l&i, 1 ~j6 k}, and 
we consider the set X’ of words in X* with length t: X’ = {g,, . . . , g,,,}, where 
rn =p’. We can write 
r;ui;=u Lj, Lo={&}: Li+l= Lillli E 
ia 
Let no be the smallest integer greater than or equal to k such that, for each word 
f in L,,, 1 f 1~ t. Since EE F, the words in Li are strictly shorter than the words in 
Li+, and such an integer no can be found. We define 
R = U Li, R is a finite set; 
iSno- 
J(i)=(f ELhlgi is a prefix Off), 1 G is ??8; 
I={iE(l,...,m}~J(i)#~}; 
and for each i E I, qi = card( J( i)), so that 
J(i) = {hi,,, . . . , hicli) with hi, = giuir for some Ui,, in 
L%= U J(i). 
icl 
For each (i, j), 1 G i s m, 1 e j 6 k, there exists a unique inte er s(i, j) in (1, l l l 9 m} 
and a unique word vki in 
following: 
(i) S-, IV for each wor 
(iv) 
r, lsts i, for each i in I; 
C is left-linear and it is easy to see t 
sume th oes not 
inductiv 
F1 = F9 
F n+l 
and f = gIyg2, where y is a word 
r some x in X and f = g, ylxy2g2, where 
For each n 2 1, the set F, is containe in L; therefore, the language M defined by 
UAaI F, is also contained in L. It is straightforward to verify that L is a 
noid of X”; it follows that “c,L 
e converse inclusion holds; the argument is an induction on the length of a 
word in L Since L = *, it suffices to show th M is a context-free language. Thus 
we construct a context-free grammar G = (X, N, S, P) such that L(G, 
consider the fixed alphabet X = {a,, . . . , tap} and we define N = {S, 
where S, T1,..., TP are new letters. Further, we define the homomo 
X* into 3** such t h(aJ=T,, Wisp; the set I={iE{l,..., 
words of length 2 in F. 
e productions of P are the following: 
T&& IGjGk. 
-, q, TT,, 1 s j G k, both for any variable T E { Ti , . . . , Tp}. 
(iii) Ti+Ui, 1SiSp. 
El 
e 
age = ((ab)"")"; is not context-free. 
If n is odd, n = 2k+ f, g’l=k+lQ8 an “I= k in that case, I\ 
Cuse 2: g = I( f ', f")h', where h’ is a pre ” = v, f ‘h = u. Si 
in IV,, 11 ull = 0. v is not the empty word, so that its Oe 
off ‘h is less than or equal to n - 2. y the induction hy 
llgll = llf’h’ll s 6 lo 
Case 3: g = I($, f”)h’, h6 prefix of h with $ = u and f”h = v. In 
g = uru,f”h’ Sincef”h’ is a prefix of o, its hei ht is less than or eq 
n = 21uI+ r, I 2 0, so that [UPS $ns Hence, 
6 Iog2n. 
Cases 1, 2 and 3 are illustrate 
ain, we first prove the foil 
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n even 
8’ 
u : k---_---_ ---_----_-_a + 
v : +_--_-+___i 
8” 
n odd 
8” 
h 
u : _:--~ 
fk 
u : t-a---_----_l 
v : c_-w-----q v : 
f”= v 
‘-,_----n 
h 
W 
Fig. 3. 
word fk+, =f&~~,U~(ab)~~b~ is in N and fk+, = gk+,b3(k+1)+4 with gk+t = 
1 a2(Qb)Q%. 0 
(c) We now suppose that the language N is context-free and, using the Iteration 
rem, we will obtain a contradiction. Let No be the integer from the Iteration 
Theorem and let h = f&., = gNob3”‘o+4 be the word of N obtained in (b), where the 
last 3 No + 4 b’s are distinguished. There exists a factorization h= az@vy, such that 
= crup/3vpy E -.V, for any p 3 0. The height of hp is 0 for any p 3 0, and v is a 
subword of b3No+4. Thus, llull> 0, and we obtain a sequence of prefixes of N, crup, 
such that II~II+pllull e log2(lal+plul), using (a), which is a contradiction. Hence, 
is not context-free. Cl 
e following lemmas provide some necessary conditions for a language to belong 
to one of the families S?$%, 99% or Y’S!?. Recall [6] that every infinite language in 
contains an infinite regular set. Using Proposition 2.8 and an inductive proof, 
we can extend this property as stated in the next lemma. 
very injinite hnguage in 2?,98 or in LW% contains an injhite regular set, 
cture of the expressions which 
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e argument above can be used again, because 
(4) L=ArrrJk Let be an infinite regula et contained in B and let u be a 
word in A. Then, from oposition 2.3(a), u tq is an infinite regular set contained 
in L. 
(5) L = A*: Assume L is infinite, so that nonempty and 
* is an infinite regular set, or is infinite and, by the induction 
obtain an infinite regular set R contained in A,Wence in L. - 
(6) L = A”:: The argument above holds, because of Proposition 2.8. 
(7) L = A”‘:: Assume A#@ and Z:(E). Either A is infinite and the argument 
used for A* holds again, or A is finite and if u is a nonempty word in A, then u* 
is an infinite regular set contained in L. Cl 
roposition 3.3. (a) The language {a “6” 1 n 3 0) is not in 9,9’8 v JB’5K 
(b) 7&e language { a2” 1 n 2 0) is not in 9,9% v 3’9%. 
Both languages are infinite and do 
Proposition 3.3(b) gives the proper 
not contain 
inclusions. 
any infinite regular set. 
Using Proposition 3.3(a) and the previous results, we also have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 3.5. Each one of the families .9,9’ 
with the family of context-free languages. 
,6p,Y& and 398 is incomparable 
Proof. (a) As seen in Section 2, the language 
L=(ab)%~,(cd)“;= Di*(a, b)~2D~*(c, d) 
belongs to and is not context-free. Besides, the language S1 = W’b” 1 n 2 0) is 
context-free and is not in ZZf%. Thus, the families and .DQg arc incomparable 
with 
osition 3.1, the language = ((a@“;)“: is not context-free an 
Since S1 is not in ZZ’,tsp%‘, the fa and -%yg are 
incomparable with % 
that xp is a subword ofJ 
for each integer p - > 0, there exists a word f in L such 
Again by induction. 
(1) If L is finite, L is a regular set. 
(2) If L=Au B or L=A.B or L=AuB, where both are regular, then 
L is regular, too. Otherwise (ii) holds for A, for instance. Clearly, (ii) holds for 
Au B. Let u be a word in A such that xP is a subword of u and let v be a word in 
B. xp is a subword of uv and uv belongs to both A.B and AU B, hence (ii) holds 
for L. 
(3) If L = A*, either A is regular and so is I.+, or A satisfies (ii) and since A G L, 
L satisfies (ii). 
(4) If L = A”‘* and A = 0 or A = {E}, then L is finite. Otherwise, for each letter x 
in X, there exists a word f = uxv in /I because the alphabet is of minimal cardinality. 
In this case, rtpxpvp is in L for each p 2 1; hence the result holds. Cl 
3.7. Let L be a language in X *, L E EEiK Then, either L is regular or the two 
following conditions hold: 
(i) there exists a letter x in X and an integer n, such that, for each integer p 3 0, 
a word f can be found in L satisfying f = gh, lgl s nO+p and xp is a subword of g; 
(ii) there exists a L3etter y in X such that, for each integer p 3 0, a word f can be 
found in L satisfying f = gh, lgl ap and yp is a subword of h. 
(1) When L is finite or L = Au B or L = A*, the result is straightforward, 
as in Lemma 3.6. 
(2) When L = A. B or L = AUJ~ B, the property is easily obtained, using the facts: 
A.Bs UJ~B=BLU~A ( Proposition 1.1) 
A and B regular * ,4. B and ALU* B regular (Proposition 2.3(a)). 
(3) When L= A”‘;, if Ac, X u {B), then AU; - A* is a regular set. Assume that 
there is a word u in A of length greater than or equal to 2: u = xg = h;, where x 
and y are letters in X and g, h words in X+. We define a sequence fn of words in 
L, inductively by fi = u = xg and if fk = xng,,, n 2 1, then fn+l = x”-*(xg,,uJ, u). Since 
fn+, Ef,u2 u, we have that fk+, is in L and J,+, = x”+‘g,+l. Therefore, we obtain a 
sequence fp, p 3 1, of words in L such that xp is a prefix of fp. Hence, (i) holds with 
no =O. 
A symmetrical construction allows to get a sequence f;, p 2 1, of words in L, 
such that f; = hpyp, where lh,l= PI h 13 p. Thus (ii) holds. The construction is illus- 
trated in Fig. 4. 0 
e now consider languages over a fixed ordered alphabet X = {a,, . . . , a,,}, with 
(9 
re exist integers kl , . . . , k,,__ 1 in Z such that, for each word f in L, 
Ifl = aI+1 k, S&n-l. 
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u : t___-__________-;__r 
h Y 
Fig. 4. 
(b) If L is in 99% and n 2 3, then LA ata; . . . a$ is a finite set. 
Proof. We shoul first notice that if L is a language with property (*), then: 
(i) if L = A u B, the same property (*) holds for A and B; 
(ii) if L = A* or Au: or Au;, property (*) holds for A; moreover, si
word belongs to L in each case, ki = 0 for each i 1 G i s n - 1; 
(iii) if L = A.B or Au, B or Au2 B, property (*) holds for A and B: assume 
L#~andletubeawordinA.Defineri=~u~~i-~u~~i+,,l~i~n-1.Foreachword 
v in B,lu& = I u”l ‘I,# = 1’10, + I v .and,foreachwordfinu~1~v,(jj,~=~ul,~+~v~~,. Ia, 
Thus, lvlai - Iz)J,i+~= ki - ri for each word v in B and lurlai - Iu’I,,+, = ri for each word 
u’ in A. Hence, A satisfies (*) with rl , . . . , r,,+ and B satisfies (*) with sl, . . . , Sn_l, 
Sic ki-ri. 
Now the argument k again an induction on the structure of the expressions which 
define the languages and we will note S = at.. . a$ 
(1) L = A v B: From (i), we use the induction hypothesis with and B so that 
AnS and BnS are finite sets. Since LnS=(AnS)u(BnS), find LnSis 
finite. 
(2) L = A.B: From (iii), we obtain An S and B n S finite. Since Ln S c 
(A n S).( B n S), also Ln S is finite. 
(3) L=AulB: AnS and BnS are finite sets. Letfbe a word in LnS,f= 
P aft.. . a,n = zml v, where u is in A and v is in B. Clearly, the occurrences of’ the 
ai’s are well ordered in u and v so that u is in A n S and v is in 
L n S c (A n S) UI* (B n S) and L n S is finite. The same argumen 
the case L=Au2B. 
(4) L=Ar*: From (ii), property (*) holds fo and, by the induction hype 
AnS is finite with ki=O, l<isn-I. {af...aP,,pWandwe 
n(A)=max{paOIaf... a: belo 
rite L=U kaO Lb LO = {E) an 
We prove by induction on k the followin 
f 
The basis step, when k = 0 or k = 1, is straightforward. 
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Let f be a word in L k+l n S, ka 1, f= gul h, where g is in Lk and h is in 
A:g=c;‘... a> and h = atI.. . ab. SincehisinAandk,=O,l~i~n-l,wehave 
flq*=’ l l = t” =t and rl=r2=.*q,= r with r+ t = p. Furthermore, either r = t 
or r = t + 1. If r < t, the situation is illustrated below 
A+& 
g: a1 . . . ala2.. . a2.. ., h: al.. . alal.. . . 
* I 
c2al is a subword off which is a contradiction, except if r = 0 in which case f is 
in A and p= tsn(A). 
If r 2 t + 2, a2a1 would be a subword of J, except if t = 0 and f is in Lk so that 
p = r s 2n( A) + 1 by induction hypothesis. Since t s n(A) and r s t + 1, we obtain 
p=r+tg2n(A)+l.Therefore,LnSE{a~...af:Ip~2n(A)+l}andLnSisfinite. 
(5) L = A*: In such a case, it is easily seen that L n S = (A n S) v {E} and L n S 
is finite. 
(6) L=A”? The same argument as for A”f allows us to obtain f = a:. . . aP, E 
gu2h, where g=a;...aL and h=aj...aL, r>O, t>O, r+t=p, t<n(A). In this 
case, we use the fact that n 3 3 to get r = t or r = t + 1 or r = t - 1. Otherwise, it is 
easy to check that a3a2 or a2al would be a subword of f: At last, Ln S s 
1 a:. . . af:lps2n(A)+l} and LnS is finite. El 
We can now state the main result of this section: 
3.9. (1) The families 9,9%, 33’8, and 9% are pairkse incomparable. 
(2) 73e families =&.Yh, XY’h and Shuf are pairwise incomparable. 
(i) The language L = (ab# is in ZEY% and we will use Lemma 3.6 to prove 
that L does not belong to 9%. 
(1) It is easy to see that if bP is.a subword of a word in L, then p s 3. 
(2) We now prove that L is not a regular set, which will ensure the result. 
Define f0 = a3b3c3. Since a2b2c2E abcu2abc and a3b3c3 = aI(abb, abc)cc E 
a2b2c2u2abc, we have that f0 is in L. It is easy to check that, for each n * 0, the 
word fn defined by fn = a3( ba)“b3cnc3 is in L. Using the Iteration Theorem for 
regular languages we consider the integer No related to this theorem, ano the word 
f NO* where the occurrences of c are distinguished. We obtain integers r 2 0 and t 3 0 
such that a3( ba)Nob3c’( c’)* G L which is in contradiction with If le = If )b = If Ic for 
any f in L. 
tain: 99% $9% 
c* = {anbncn 1 n a 0). Since 
has property (*), we can use Lemma 3.8(a) and (b). Thus, M is neither in Z’,9’8 
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(iv) The language N = ((ab)“;)“; is in Z’,9’ and is not regular (Proposition 3.1). 
Using Lemmas 3.6 and 3.7, we can prove that N is neither in 98 nor in 23%. 
(11 It is easy to check that if aP is a subword of a word in N, then p s 7; hence, 
N does not belong to 9% by Lemma 3.6. 
(2) If N is in ZW’8, property (i) of Lemma 3.7 holds. It cannot be for x = a, as 
seen ove, so that x = b. For each n 2 0, define p = n + 1 and let f = gh be a word 
in N such that bP is d subword of g. Since N c D:*, there are a 
of “a” preceding bP so that 1st 3 2p > n +p. Therefore, 
A?,98 $9Gq, Z’$%‘$B% and the proof is complete. Cl 
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